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For several years, the Joint Systems Analysis Study Group1-has been developing

methods for utility planning which are capable of handling the complications

introduced by nuclear power plants. The planning objective has been to deter-

mine an approximately optimal operating strategy which minimizes system generating

costs, while meeting system constraints. The work described in this paper is

concerned with the mid-range (5-8 year) operational planning, particularly as

it relates to nuclear unit scheduling.
1-4Previous papers have described the approaches and models being used.

This paper attempts to demonstrate the power and flexibility of a simulation

model as an aid to utility managers in developing operating strategies in the

face of uncertainties. The ORSIM computer code ~ developed at ORNL is used

to derive optimum responses to a variety of hypothetical, but realistic, utility

operation problems.

As one example, an ORSIM analysis was performed to provide data on the

following question: "For the 1976-1977 period, how does the unit generation

schedule and generating cost change with possible uncertainties in the forecasted

load demand and in energy cost escalation?" Techniques of risk analysis were

used to treat the future uncertainties. Pictorially, the situation is presented

in Figure 1. The lettered circles represent a chance event node at which

point the state is determined by a stochastic event. The probability distri-

bution characterizing the set of possible outcomes is shown near each node,

and are identified as follows:

HE = High estimates for energy cost escalation

EE = Expected estimates for energy cost escalation

LE B Low estimates for energy cost escalation

HL • Higher load growth rate than forecasted
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Fig* 1. Probability Framework for Analysis of Unit Scheduling

and System Production Costs



EL = Forecasted load growth rate

LL = Lower load growth rate than forecasted

The ORSIM simulation results are indicated by Figure 2. This shows the

aggregate capacity factor profile for three selected classes of plants
total generating cost for the system. Each profile is the comulatjrv& probability

distribution for the indicated parameter. The ORSIM resul.t--based strictly on

expected values of loads and costs is also indicated-&n each profile.

This is only one example of the great asSunt of planning information which

can be obtained by imaginative applications of a flexible simulation model, such

as ORSIM. Many other applicgt&LSns have been made, and these will be described

in the complete paper,,
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and LevelLzed Energy Cost (Results Using Expected Values
Shovn by Dotted Bar)
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